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Purpose of voices
Our people in Stellenbosch are
suﬀering terribly under the
lockdown. In order to support them
we need to hear and respect their
stories about death, suﬀering,
survival and overcoming.

A record of stories
This bulletin will publish stories
from various parts of Stellenbosch,
to achieve its purpose. Stellenbosch
Community Voices will endeavour to
publish this bulletin every month.

More about
Stellenbosch
Community Voices
This Bulletin is accessible to
record suﬀering, survival and
overcoming stories from all over
Stellenbosch. If you would like to
know more about us and
contribute, please contact one of
our community leaders:
Sherileen Phillips: 076-378-4522

Stellenbosch Community Voices is an initiative by Thumakele
Gosa, Paul Hendler, Derrick Hendrickse, Mike Hyland, Paul
Roviss Khambule, Elizabeth Kotze, Wim Lindeque, Luthando
Mxesibe, Sherileen Phillips, Jan Theron and Niklaas Willemse
We publish the stories as we have heard them (verbatim) with
only small changes for spelling and grammar where this is
necessary to clarify meaning. We put these stories in
quotation marks and also name the source of the story - this
is usually one of the 11 participants in Stellenbosch
Community Voices. Some times we summarise stories we have
heard but for which we haven’t received verbatim text.

Fear, Self-doubt and the Struggle to be
Creative

Niklaas Willemse: 072-872-4573
Paul Roviss Khambule:
072-610-8441
Elizabeth Kotze: (WhatsApp
only) 083-699-9064

Crisis and Overcoming

Several activists living in the black working class townships
around Stellenbosch, are the driving force
behind Stellenbosch Community Voices. What do they feel
and think about the acute suﬀering that they witness on a
daily basis? How are they coping emotionally? What does it
mean to be human in these times?
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Wim Lindeque: "It is really
worthwhile to reflect a little
bit about what the crisis is
doing to each of us. I read a
very sad report over the
weekend about a reform
dominee who hanged himself
in his church. I think it's
somewhere in a small place, a
father of five children and so
on. And he didn't have a
history of depression, but he
was really struggling with his
inability to help people who
were turning to him because of
this crisis who were aﬀected
financially and obviously there
must have been issues in his
life, but he totally
unexpectedly ended his life by
hanging himself in the church
hall. So I think it is also time
for those who are trying to
help others to to reflect and to
make sure that they have the
necessary recharging and
support and help in this time
and that we shouldn't just take
for granted that we can help
people because we're in some
sort of leadership position,
that we have to really be
careful about what’s
happening inside us through
all of us".
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“I just reminded her, look you sit in the back, you must have
your mask on, and here's the sanitiser for sanitising, when I
dropped them oﬀ I sat in my Bakkie, they did their work,
because I was only a driver. But, fortunately, there was no
symptoms and there was enough time, it happened about two
weeks ago, but it just shows you, sometimes you don't even
know how these things happen.”
"And then an aunt of mine, when just the first week of the
lockdown, had to go for an operation in Melomed Cape
Town. She was there for about three weeks and then she had
to go to a rehab center for physio. They let the family know
that she was covid positive. But during that whole time even
in the hospital the family couldn't come and see her, the
hospital had to lock down in the rehab center so they could
only drop oﬀ stuﬀ, and they dropped oﬀ the phone where
they could speak. But she's just out of the woods, today it will
be eleven days. What is positive about this, she's in her
mid-80s and she has got a lot of underlying sort of conditions,
with the age, but she believes with all the prayers of our
families and that, and friends in the parish. Out there in
Grassy Park where she stays, this has pulled her through.”
"And then my niece that's up in PE, was working from home
and had to go and work, and then the boss phoned three or
four days later to say he was found to be positive and they had
her tested. And she's positive, but the big scare for them is
that her husband is also around about 40 or late thirties, he's
diabetic. His pancreas is basically not working anymore. So
they are a bit under stress too because they're waiting for his
results that's due this week.”
"Then we had the situation there at House Ebenezer. It was
very very sad. And it was in the papers last week, and here's
something in the Rapport yesterday."

Derrick Hendrickse: "I got a
scare in the week because I
was helping people, some
NGOs, and then I got a call
that the lady I was
transporting to do this relief
work had herself tested covid
positive.”
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Fear, Self-doubt and the Struggle to be Creative (cont.)
(Derrick Hendrickse - cont.) "But I think worst of all we had this massive flood, you know, Friday
evening Saturday morning, which aﬀected lot of our areas. I also saw some videos that was made of
Kayamnandi, Cloetesville and Idas Valley, and I think a lot of people in the informal settlements also
has borne the brunt of this flash flood. So yeah, the full extent of that damage to people's houses, up
in Kreefgat down in Weltevrede and Cloetesville. And I saw some informal settlements in Jamestown
as well."

Flooding in Stellenbosch black working class area on 27 June 2020

Paul Khambule: "How is the corona aﬀecting us as individuals because we are also humans? I
don't think we are anything special to this epidemic. Personally, I think being on the forefront
observing and trying to assist where possible, it's very painful when you get to see people being sent
away when they are coming to us for some assistance because you cannot assist. What, I realize now,
is that donor fatigue is real. Those people who were giving for the first three, or four weeks or six
weeks. Themselves, they might have run out of their resources. You see now on the amount of food
that comes or amount of assistance that comes through, it has fallen almost flat. Yet the amount of
people who are looking for help. It's also increasing. You make an assumption to say that those who
are not asking for assistance, they might have had some few savings, now they're eaten up their
savings and they are also in need."
"What is the situation now within the community since some people have gone back to work? The
reality hasn't changed. They haven't started earning their income yet. And even if they have started
earning income for the duration of few months when we're not working, so it's still has opened a
huge gap. So assistance should be expected to to be given to people for the next three months, four
months. The fact that you've started working does not necessarily clear your books, but then you of
course it puts you in a better position than the rest of us. So myself I have been very, very lucky to
Crisis and Overcoming
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Fear, Self-doubt and the Struggle to be Creative (cont.)
(Paul Khambule [cont.]:) have so many people who know me and know how I earn income. They
have constantly asked me how am I surviving and those who could have contributed one way or
another. So I must say I'm one of the lucky people in the world.”

Hungry in Khayamnandi (April 2020) - physical distancing not a priority

Thumakele Gosa: "So well, I think the covid-19 pandemic has aﬀected us all in many ways and one
of the things that is scaring about it is here and now in Khayamnandi. For instance we've got here an
increasing number, many here are suddenly and unexpectedly getting sick and they are all attributed
to have it, and that is causing a lot of uncertainty and unsettling many people in a variety of ways,
but then life has to continue. We are facing a lot of challenges with people who when working before
but suddenly find themselves now unemployed and have no income and struggling to make ends
meet, so to speak, is one of those situations. And being part of the council and, a councillor and also
an activist in the local community at the same breath. So the way in which it aﬀects me. It's in a
number of ways because personally I am scared of going and attending to some of the things that I
used to attend before. If for instance somebody has died in the community."
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Fear, Self-doubt and the Struggle to be Creative (cont.)
(Thumakele Gosa [cont.]:) ”Usually we go and converge and congregate around that community
and and give support. Words of condolences and a number of other things that we do. But nowadays

Khayamnandi social anger bubbling under the surface
with all that is happening, it's very diﬃcult to go and you remain at home feeling guilty and asking
questions of yourself, whether you still are the person and the leader that you thought you were or
projected in the community.”

Crisis and Overcoming
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Fear, Self-doubt and the Struggle to be Creative (cont.)
(Thumakele Gosa [cont.]:) “But at the end of the day, you've got to think of your children because
we have responsibilities to our families first and foremost, but that is I think intertwined with the
rest of the communities as well. So I think that that's part of the way in which it aﬀects me and
also seeing people and talking to them listening to their stories and establishing in the manner in
which the fear that I have and the scary thoughts that I have and also attitudes, is not something
that is felt by me alone and many other people are feeling the same as well and maybe they're
experiencing it in diﬀerent ways."
"But then being Minister and part of the Christian Community as well. So we resort into trusting
more and praying more and engaging God more in as far as asking for his intervention or her

Municipal workers protesting in Stellenbosch, 27 July 2020
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Fear, Self-doubt and the Struggle to be Creative (cont.)
(Thumakele Gosa [cont.]:) intervention, guidance and comfort one way or the other, for us to be
able to see a future, and the brighter future out of this in a way that can help us to say with all these
crises what other opportunities that could be identified, what alternative ways of living can we really
I think pinpoint. And begin to engage people who might be like-minded. And share some of the
aspirations and dreams and see if we can do those that we're in."
Sherileen Phillips: "My child is 4 years old and I'm teaching her everyday social distance is very
important wearing your mask is very important and about covid-19 washing your hands and stuﬀ like
that. She does what I'm teaching every day. And she's listening to me at the moment. But some,
these soup kitchen people, they maintain no social distance. There's not even a sanitizer spray. No
child that wears any mask. So the covid-19 can also aﬀect their children and you don't even know
who has covid-19. It's not that I'm saying that you can't trust everyone but you need to be careful. I
am very scared for my child and for me. I'm very scared of this covid-19. But it seems like some
people's not even scared."
"They don't want to wear masks, they don't keep their social distance and for me, it's like aren't these
people scared of this because this is not any virus. You can die of this virus. You understand. It's not

Idas Valley soup queue - no physical distancing ......
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Fear, Self-doubt and the Struggle to be Creative (cont.)
(Sherileen Phillips: [cont.]) like a 'flu, tomorrow you can cure yourself or something like that. I
think some people in Idas Valley are not educated enough about this covid-19, or either they don't
even think. A few people like my neighbors are scared. But other people said, No we won't get
infected, stuﬀ like that. When I'm telling them all the facts and that they must eat healthy, then
they say to me, No, we won't die of this covid-19. Covid-19 won't get to us.”
"Then I asked them. Are you sure you won't get this virus. Are you very sure because you move
around people. You don't know if that person is sick. Then like, No we won't get infected and
everyone is clean. I said not everyone is clean as they looked you must remember that you can get it
in the taxi, the public taxi, see you can get it at a clinic. You can get it wherever you go. You won't see
it. This is especially there in Kreefgat. I'm very scared for them. They don't believe it like this
covid-19."
"I haven't heard someone to die from covid-19 from Idas Valley. But in the Stellenbosch area, there is
a few cases. But Idas Valley is under Stellenbosch. Here is some covid-19 cases in Idas Valley. It's not
relevant that they show this information is in Idas Valley, but there are cases in Idas Valley. And
people doesn't seem to be serious about this matter and that is bothering me a lot because you don't
even know if it's tomorrow your kid is gonna get infected, your grandma is gonna get infected, you
even going to get infected. So when I'm sick really, when I'm sick when I have a cold or something
or a throat something, I keep my child a distance from me because I don't want her to get this 'flu.
or something like that, you see because I'm very careful around my family about this matter, because
this is your life you are playing with. So it's either I isolate myself from her for five or six days when
I get better or I just stay away from her and let her go to the dad or sleep at the dad's place just to
keep the social distance between us. And when I'm better. I will go and fetch her and I will tell her
she mustn't come near me when I'm sick, because I'm just afraid of this covid-19 and she knows it by
now."
Niklaas Willemse: "2021 is mos municipal elections. And we as the Forum, we going to contest
Stellenbosch. 43 (seats) all together. In all the wards, which is available. We going to contest
Cloetesville, we're going to do Klapmuts, we're going to do Elsenberg, Lynedoch, Franschhoek,

Community leaders meeting municipal management, 30 July 2020
Crisis and Overcoming
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Fear, Self-doubt and the Struggle to be Creative (cont.)
(Niklaas Willemse: [cont]) Vlottenburg, all those areas. And we are going to register also on the
Cape Winelands, because we are also taking on farms.”
"We are currently busy mobilising our communities and we are canvassing. They know what we are
standing for and what we are fighting for. We are not going in as a political party. We are going in as an
independent forum. We already identify our candidates. And we are starting now as from from this
weekend (01 August), for raising funds. We are quite busy in this lockdown. And I'm not just feeling
good about that. Feeling good is not actually a good word, but I would say ‘excited'."
"Most of the political parties invited me to establish a branch for them in Stellenbosch. Like the
Cape Colored Congress. Good. ANC. Political parties make promises to our people and then no
one the checks on the backyard dwellers. Every fourth year when it comes to elections they run to the
backyard dwellers. After that they will forget probably about it.”
"And so the people of the communities are behind us. We'd like to be fighting against a wall for you
people from being outside. And we we want to fight in the Council for you guys outside. Yes, I'm
excited, excited. Just run to covid 20, and we see you in 2021.”

Voices from Khayamnandi
Thumakele Gosa:
Africans in Stellenbosch "Paul (Khambule) and myself are currently interacting with a number of locals and also many other
internationals, such as our brothers and sisters from Malawi, Zimbabwe and other countries as well
who one way or the other have been aﬀected negatively by this covid-19 pandemic because of the
national lockdown."

Cape Town International Conference Centre hospital for covid-19 ill
Crisis and Overcoming
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Voices from Khayamnandi (cont.)
(Thumakele Gosa [cont]):
"They were struggling to get food. They still struggle to have enough food for their families and the
fact that they are not locals has had some kind of impact on them and, and eventually somebody
connected them to us. We had their names submitted to Love to Give. Love to Give has done a
marvelous job insofar as receiving them kindly and trying within the very limited resources that they
may have, to assist and extend a hand of help and support to them.”
Khayamnandi covid-19 committee "The covid committee (in Khayamnandi) consisted of councillors and a range of other local leaders.
The main focus was to coordinate things that are related to the covid. We took a resolution that the
councillors need to step back. So we are no longer part of the covid committee, almost for a month
now. But the things relating to covid (e.g. death and a number of other ways that people are
aﬀected), we are aware of, but we don't have statistics of exactly how many people in Khayamnandi
have been aﬀected. But a number of people are dying, who happened to be staﬀ of municipalities who
were resident in Khayamnandi, residents in other areas as well. Dr. Richard Davids who is heading the
Stellenbosch hospital, could be of assistance in identifying and sharing that information."
"No councillor has gone to a stage in isolation for a very long time. Two were isolated and their life is
back to normal. One councillor lost her husband, but reports are he recovered from the
covid but then the kidneys were not working properly and he eventually succumbed to death.
About Tuesday if not Wednesday, one of the very active cleaners who happened to be staﬀ of
municipality just died and the person was healthy and he just complained of flu symptoms and they
took him eventually to the hospital. We assume that each and every death is attributed to covid. But
within the complex and complexity of things, people tend to connect the dots and rightly or wrongly
come to certain conclusions.”

Voices from Cloetesville
Derek Hendrickse:
Attrition of middle classes "What happened was in the main area where I'm staying in Cloetesville. I made a big pot of soup
because I didn't get a lot of donations, so I had some soup that I made on Friday, not that massive
100 litre, but it was more a 20 litre pot. And I was on my way to take it to the normal
(underprivileged) people but I had to go again past my house. So the first stop I made was family
members of mine firstly, my uncle Neville that passed away early in the year. Now I know my cousin
hasn't gone back to work because the company hasn't opened. So I stopped there, hooted and said
come out and bring a pot with and a can to dish out the soup. Very grateful they said, no this comes
at the right time. So I stopped in front of my house because I was gonna drop some soup oﬀ there as
well because I eat the soup that I make. And then I hooted to the neighbor and I said to them come
Crisis and Overcoming
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Voices from Cloetesville (cont.)
(Derek Hendrickse: [cont]) out and bring a pot out. And same experience. So I dropped four
people, friends, neighbors and all of them said Derrick you don't know this comes at the right time.
It was about half-past six.”

Johan Rupert, Stellenbosch Oligarch, (2015)
"The one neighbor Fran. She was looking after four of her grandchildren. It's all toddlers, you know.
Because the daughter's kids started working and so the grandma is looking after. So I had half of a
pot over and I said to her and she said no, they were busy eating. This will come also in handy. They
were just having their supper. So I said take the whole pot because I see you looking after these kids
and she said No Derek again."
"The point I want to make, and also in the week I handed out some other food stuﬀ, you know to
friends and people, call it the middle class, I was quite surprised to find out how the middle class
are suﬀering. A lot of them also don't have food because they haven't been working, haven't been
paid and they got a much more debt load on them compared to people that might stay in informal
settlements, because they can't meet their bills due to the loss of income. I think there is a big need
in the middle class, and you will find a lot of those people, call it a pride or not used to asking, that
suﬀer in silence. You know those are not the people that will put their names on a list for a food
parcel, apply for the SASSA relief or whatever. So the need is much wider than we think it is.”

Crisis and Overcoming
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Context for hunger:
Mike Hyland: "Dear colleagues. Please see attached study from researches in the National Income
Dynamics Study (NIDS) – Coronavirus Rapid Mobile Survey (NIDS-CRAM) released on
Wednesday (15 July). They found that 47 per cent of respondents reported that their household ran
out of money to buy food in April 2020. Before the lockdown, 21 per cent of households reported
that they ran out of money to buy food in the previous year.”

"The NIDS survey has followed 28,000 individuals in 7,300 households over time, starting in 2008,
and reporting on their livelihoods and wellbeing. The NIDS-CRAM survey, the first of five this year,
ran from 07 May to 27 June and used 50 call-centre agents to survey 7,000 respondents. By then
social grants had been increased but most households would not yet have been receiving the special
Covid-19 grant. The statistics on hunger is quite alarming.”

Crisis and Overcoming
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Voices from Cloetesville (cont.)
(Derek Hendrickse [cont]):
Protests at schools "Cloetesville High School teachers were protesting there, and some community members. When
the school closed on Friday they said they were going to sanitize the school over the weekend and
the school will be open. That was the oﬃcial story. But the department didn't sanitize the School
over the weekend. There were only going to do it today. So the people wanted to keep the school
closed, so that they couldn't open, you know, because that was one of the comments that was also
sent through from one of my big, big buddies, that's a teacher at the school. This is the type of
reality that's happened at the schools. With this spreading now of this virus, I don't think even the
service providers can keep up to date with the work that they need to do for the schools to open."

Cloetesville School Protest Pamphlet June 2020

Crisis and Overcoming
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Voices from Cloetesville (cont.)
Niklaas Willemse: "Stellenbosch itself and Cape Winelands was identified as a hot spot for the
covid-19 epidemic."
Schools blockade "Pupils tested positive for covid-19 and the educational department, Western Cape Onderwys
Department (WCOD), struggled to get the schools disinfected. Concerned Parents, is not a forum
or a political thing, it's about Concerned Parents. We're about to close the schools because we are
not happy about the way the Department of Education do their proceedings. At the national side
the minister (Angie Motshekga) said school has to be closed until further notice, but Debbie
Schafer (Western Cape MEC Education) said that schools have to be open. Which left our people
and pupils confused. So we do a placard protest against the ruling of the MEC.”

Chaos in the classroom ……..
"And we spoke to the principal of Cloetesville High School and the governing body and they all
agreed that the school has to be closed, Monday, the first of July. Yes and under correction they said
the school must be open. So we as Concerned Parents we disagreed. As for myself I don't have
children anymore at school, lucky me, and I still got a grandson who is in grade 1. And we said he
must stay at home like the president said, no parents will be forced to get their children to school
and they mustn't be forced. Okay, and we stick to that."
"But there were two covid-19 positives. First one of the administrators at the Cloetesville High
School was tested positive. And only the area where that person was sitting, the admin building,
was disinfected. But she was walking around on the school grounds. As Concerned Parents we
would like the WCOD come in and disinfect the school and make it ready. Our concerns was the
Cloetesville High School wasn't in fact disinfected by the WCOD. And still they wanted that pupils
come to school with the school not disinfected."

Crisis and Overcoming
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Voices from Cloetesville (cont.)
Niklaas Willemse ([cont.]):

Poster protest, Cloetesville school, June 2020

"Then, then there was a covid-19 learner positive aﬀected by the virus. The learner was sent home
and school was going on as normal. As Concerned Parents, the school should be closed. And
pupils go early home. But that didn't happen. They only sent the pupil home. For which they have
to call first the parents, and they didn't do so, they didn't follow protocols. I think every school or
governing body gets a protocol from Western Cape education department. They have to have to
stick to the protocols."
"I myself am the organiser of Concerned Parents. We were only about 15 to 20 parents that attended
the protest. We didn't want to attach the (Backyarddwellers) Forum to to the protest. Because then

Poster protest Cloetesville school, June 2020
Crisis and Overcoming
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Voices from Cloetesville (cont.)
Niklaas Willemse ([cont.]):
people will perceive you make it a political thing and they don't like that. That's why I organised it
as Concerned Parents. When you are concerned about your learner at school you should join it. And
most of the parents yes, they are from back yard dwellers."
"We spoke to Mr Daniels, the chair of the governing body. They actually do everything in their
power just to prevent the learners to come to school. They stop them at the gate and they have to
turn home and only the teachers were allowed to enter the school grounds. They just have to sign in,
get tested and then have to go home. So until the Western Cape Education Department is coming
back to them for some answers because they were sitting around the table to discuss these things
and the way forward. We see that the teachers get tested with the Concerned Parents. And we see
that the teachers must go home. After our protests, the day after the Education Department sent in
the sanitizers and a team of cleaning staﬀ, to come again and sanitise. (The school was then allowed
to reopen) We are not comfortable with it (the opening of the school), we are not at peace with it.
We are watching those two schools with hawk eyes. The education department also want to issue
indemnity forms. Which we say we will not sign, no parent must sign an indemnity form because
there is a responsibility of the Western Cape Department to take care of our children."
"From there we worked to Cloetesville Primary School. Same scenario. There, one cleaner was tested
positive and all the cleaners of the school had to be tested. One concerned parent actually picked it
up because the general worker wasn't tested but he got the symptoms of the covid-19. So he's been
forced for two weeks to go in quarantine and get tested. He mingled with the other cleaners also,
and they sent the other cleaners also to get tested. So the Education Department has done nothing
good to the positive covid and the pupils, the grade sevens were still attending school. And there
were three or four positive cases at the Primary School. We had a meeting with chair person of the
governing body at the primary school, Mr. Jerome Williams, and then with the principal, who said
there was nothing they can do to close the schools. Once you close the schools they will actually fire
him. He will be out of job because he also has to follow protocols from the Education Department.
The principal was quite in a corner."
"How did that end though? (The primary school has also reopened). The children, the grade Rs and
the grade ones, are coming in. They haven't got real answers like working okay. There is a cover up by
Western Cape education department. But they follow protocols like testing the learner, sanitizing
and that kind of stuﬀ."
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Context for Economy and Employment:
Projected wages, salaries and unemployment In early May 2020 the National Treasury was reported as predicting that wages and salaries could fall
by as much as 30 per cent, more than 2,5 million jobs could be lost as a result of the lockdown
response to the coronavirus epidemic, but also that seven million jobs could be shed. The National
Treasury also predicted that South Africa's economy could contract by as much as 16,1 per cent in
2020 and that there could be a substantial tax collection shortfall from the R1,43 trillion tax collection
estimate of 26 February.

National Treasury worst-case jobs 'bloodbath'
These estimates are lent credence by a report by South Africa - Towards Inclusive Economic
Development (SA-TIED) - the National Treasury is one of the partners supporting the SA-TIED
study - as well as by the findings on post-covid unemployment by the NIDS-CRAM study referred
to earlier.
Predicted three scenarios for GDP The SA-TIED study models three scenarios using the Standard Accounting Multipliers (SAM)
framework. These are:
★LOCKDOWN: A lockdown demand/supply shock at the sectoral level: the bottom-up recession.
★LOCKDOWN PLUS: The lockdown scenario plus a macro shock reducing aggregate investment,
cutting demand for investment goods (e.g., construction and machinery).
★FULL: The lockdown scenario plus the investment shock plus reduced aggregate demand for
exports, cutting sectoral exports.
Crisis and Overcoming
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Context for Economy and Employment (cont.):
Predicted three scenarios for GDP (cont.) The three scenarios modeled are:
✦ Quick: the pandemic is contained quickly, and the economy bounces back.
✦ Slow: the pandemic takes longer to contain, and the economy is slower to recover.
Long: the pandemic endures even longer, and the recovery thereafter is spread over a longer
period than in the Slow Scenario (although in this study they cut oﬀ considering it at the end of
2020).
This study concludes that "even the ‘Quick’ recovery scenario results in a GDP decline of about 5 per
cent by the end of 2020 — an economic outcome that would have been considered catastrophically
bad a little more than one month ago. Instead, that outcome now looks optimistic.
Rather, the eﬀects of the Covid-19 look more likely to persist bringing outcomes for GDP closer to
those described in ‘Slow’ and ‘Long’". In terms of the latter scenarios, after the sharp drop in GDP
levels in Quarter 2 (i.e. April to June), Quarter 3 (July to September) and Quarter 4 (October to
December) show positive rates as economic recovery proceeds oﬀ the low base of Quarter 2. The
study's projected figures show that these recovery growth rates are insuﬃcient to get GDP back to
pre-crisis levels.
Actual number of jobs lost A more concrete picture emerges with actual research on the number of jobs already lost.
The NIDS-CRAM study referred to earlier concludes that three million fewer people were employed
in April than in February 2020. 17 million people were employed in February but only 14 million
people were employed in April.
The proportion of adults who earned an income in February declined by 33 per cent which is made up
of a roughly equal share of those who lost their job and those who were furloughed (i.e. they remained
'employed' but without pay - presumably they simply had to stay at home).
Job losses were concentrated amongst the disadvantaged as indicated by the graph overleaf.
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Context for Economy and Employment (cont.):

The loss of three million jobs by end-April, raises the possibility of the National Treasury's high-end
estimate of a total of seven million jobs destroyed in the near future, with catastrophic results
for the millions of households affected.
To put this in perspective, after the 2008 Great Recession there were almost one million jobs lost in
South Africa.
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Voices from Cloetesville (cont.)
Niklaas Willemse ([cont.]):
Protest at Old Age Home "We did a protest at the Old Age home in Cloetesville, called Huis Ebenezer. About 11 people passed
away there. They are our parents, we call them the recycled youth. We care about our elderlies. And
how come that the elderlies just passed on, so many in one week? What is really going on?"

Post about deceased from Huis Ebenezer, 28 June 2020
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Voices from Cloetesville (cont.)
Niklaas Willemse ([cont.]):
(Protest at Old Age Home [cont.]) "Some of the elderly are in frail care while others had bought themselves a flat (i.e. the 'privates').
Those who are private are not ruled by the regulations because they can move freely in and out of
the home. But they have to observe protocols, they must give them certain times because most of
them are walking like "jy kan nie vir my se nie". You know how the elderlies are, they can be
stubborn. They can be frustrating. Or they can be irritating. It's like they bought a flat and call this
home. We spoke to Sister Benjamin (chief of nursing staﬀ there), who said they are wearing masks
but just for a certain time, just to get out of the old age home to walk to the shops or wherever they
want to go and then taking the mask up because the mask is suﬀocating."

Report of complaint against old age home
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Voices from Cloetesville (cont.)
Niklaas Willemse ([cont.]):
(Protest at Old Age Home [cont.]) “Sister Benjamin was also quarantined for two weeks at home. She said in her absence the elders
passed on. Most of the staﬀ had also tested positive for covid-19. The scary part is that our elderlies
were dying in the hands of the staﬀ. Everybody, she said, was scared to enter into the old age
home. So they had to make use of the residents of the old age to help them out.”
"Sister Benjamin said she loved the way that we are concerned about the old aged home and that we
have interest in the old aged home. They asked for assistance from the Social Development
Department. If they gave them earlier assistance from their side it wouldn't have happened that the
elderlies passed on. So the Department assists them now in this situation and there are six to12
students in quarrantine. Since the Social Development Department hopped in everything is running
smooth and most of the staﬀ are back at work."
Smokkeling alcohol and cigarettes "On the ban on cigarettes, there's many ways to kill a cat without choking. The residents or the
community have their ways of getting something in hand. Once they go out for it they believe that
they will get something. The cigarettes are not expensive anymore. At our last session when we
spoke cigarettes was about R10 to R20 for one cigarette and like you pay for a stompie five Rands to
10 Rands. The cigarette price has dropped down, is now about four Rands.” "Smokkeling is no
problem for our community in Cloetesville. You see the spaza shops are the suppliers of the
cigarettes. They can't sell any cigarettes out of their shops. So now the smokkeling is coming in. Now
you've got stock, you have to buy it and now you must get resources to sell the cigarettes. So you
(i.e. the Spaza shop) give to your 'retailers' one parcel or packet of cigarettes at R10 a cigarette or
Five Rand a cigarette. You as retailer might pay R100 a packet. Now, make a scenario. I supply the
cigarettes to you for the price of a hundred Rands a packet. You must bring me this money tonight.
Because you must work in your own commission. This actually creates a business for you. And you
are going to break the law. That's what actually happened."
"When the alcohol was banned people made their own alcohol and sold it.
Same scenario as
about the cigarettes. Someone got that wine on a lower price and sold it for a higher price. (At the
time the ban on alcohol had been lifted....) The ban of alcohol is lifted now, right? It's now
permissible from Monday till Thursday. Keep in mind most of the communities are back to work.
When you are working from seven to five there's no way for you to get alcohol during the week.
Unless you have to come late. The President said it's for private use. It doesn't work. Because
everybody wants to socialize. As a community member if you want to buy alcohol and not make it
from Monday till Thursday, there is no other way for you to get alcohol in week ends. You can
actually feel week-ends coming and someone says okay. I don't make it. Now at the shops or the
taverns or the shebeens you can buy a beer for 12 Rands, R15 in an oﬀ sales. And now on week ends
you sell it for R30. The owners of the taverns and those who are unlicensed to sell alcohol are
making a big profit."
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Voices from Cloetesville (cont.)
Niklaas Willemse ([cont.]):
Unemployment and hunger "The restaurants are still closed, the waiters are still at home, the domestic workers are still at
home. Many of the people in the community are artisans (e.g. painters, bricklayers, carpenters,
motor mechanics etc.) It's just a part of the community going back to work. But most of the
communities are still at home."
"Due to hunger, diabetes and high blood pressure many are the most vulnerable for this pandemic
and need to take the medication, but there's no food. So people suﬀer from hunger because the food
providers are not catering for everybody. You can't get support from Stellenbosch Unite if you've
got a SASSA grant. Because you are not qualified according to their criteria. Reason for that is
that it is only for the unemployed. The schools used to feed the children in the beginning of this
pandemic. There were school feeding schemes. How and when it vanished. I don't know. It's
just gone. We (the Concerned Parents) are going to make this an issue because the children used to
go to school during holidays to get that feeding. I don't know who provided the school feeding,
whether it was the government, a private institution, or who provided, but like I said it just
disappeared."
"Tomorrow's mos collection day for parcels and Stellenbosch Unite sent out a What's App group
message that the residents are gonna get vouchers, which I think is a great idea. Because some will
get vouchers and those who have to will change their telephone numbers to get their vouchers. But
in the end they still got to have the full food parcels. It is something new. For now I can't tell much
about it. But I think you can redeem it for food. And the concern of the community was when they
collect the parcels, where are they going to get electricity from? They give us samp and beans, it is
not perishable foods. The fact is that people need the money to buy electricity to cook the food."
"And there's also soup buckets that's coming from restaurants, 20 liters. I think in our street three
times in a week they get a soup, but the community get fed up for the same food soup. But beggars
can't be choosers. I think they have to be grateful and thankful for what we've got. I have to applaud
Stellenbosch Unite for what they are doing, through the municipality, Stellenbosch University and
Nyaka. Councillor Franklin Adams proposed that the Mayor give them R10 million rmore for food
security."
"I am a coordinator for Stellenbosch Unite. And for the community I have made up a WhatsApp
group. Every week the same people get the food parcels. When I see someone is not on the list for
this week I just remove you from the group, so some of the others are grateful because I explain to
them what happened. Some are not. But I don't think there was even a time with people thinking.
Okay, "nou gaam ons in opstand kom as jy nie ons pakkies gee nie". You understand."
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Voices from Cloetesville (cont.)
Niklaas Willemse ([cont.]):
Backyard housing "But the feeling of protest against the backyard living conditions, that feeling is still there."

Cloetesville/ Idas Valley Backyarders' protest July 2019
"The deputy mayor Jandella supported us with eight land parcels, but what happened to him? The
deputy resigned and then the speaker resigned, that was just a sign of the Stellenbosch municipality.
We were in the meeting that was in July 7th and 11th of July. Then it was a big meeting because he
was the Deputy and he was actually playing in our favor as backyard dwellers. He said to us that we
must put pressure behind everything that we do or Khayamnandi would get most of the budget. And
to stop it and get it to Cloetesville we identified eight pockets of land for short-term solutions to
service the land and to get Nu-tech houses for the back yard dwellers to move to. For that reason
there was a re-shuﬄe. The speaker resigned and he (the Deputy Mayor) was appointed as the
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Voices from Cloetesville (cont.)
Niklaas Willemse ([cont.]):
speaker right now. And then Councillor Peterson was up for Deputy, because people didn't like what
he was doing and they wanted to like marginalize him."
(Recently the executive mayor announced that she or Mayco decided to put out certain land for
social housing.) "No that it is something diﬀerent (from the eight parcels of land referred to). What
the Mayor and Mayco are doing, they do everything in the lockdown. For instance if you
check the Vliegveld. They are discussing to to renew the lease of the Vliegveld, but the lease
agreements come to an end at the end of March. My question, and even speaking on behalf of the
Forum, is why do you want to do it now in the lockdown? Why can you not wait until Level 1 and
then continue the meeting with the community. And discuss these things. It is the same like ATC,
the Adam Tas Corridor. No discussions.”

The proposed Adam Tas Corridor (referred to by Mr Willemse)
"There's another scenario which are new blocks of flats which they want to build next to Lovelan,
that area opposite of the correctional service. We also sent in comments that they have to put the
thing on hold because they said that that complex they want to build for the backyard dwellers to
rent. My concern is in all the years you are chasing our people out of town, why do you want to come
back and have the backyard dwellers next to the varsity,? Why do you not tell us straight that this is
for student accommodation. Now you using the back yarders because of their housing needs. Why
do you not service or give us building plans for the eight pockets of land which we identified? Why
didn't they get plans for us? That would tell us you're doing your bit then you don't have to make
use of the new buildings you have. Yes, suﬀering is still going on."
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Voices from Idas Valley
Sherileen Phillips:
Food parcels and soup kitchens "These people come in with the soup kitchen or the private donations. I'm also in the private
donations. From what I've seen on the streets every day when I talk to people, it's like there's not
enough for everyone. Most of the people have lost their income. Some of them are taking salary cuts
at the workplace and it's aﬀecting them every day now. I spoke to Sean Beyleveld from National
Human Settlements, who had a meeting with our guys, he said to us 'guys things are gonna get worse
in the next two months'. And I couldn't believe it. But what I've seen now it's getting worse. People
are becoming more desperate. So people are fighting about these food parcels. Especially the
pensioners are suﬀering the most because in their household there was maybe one person who was
working. Or maybe they're only living oﬀ the pension income. So now all of a sudden there's more
mouths to feed at the end of the day. So it's quite a struggle for them during this covid-19."
"These food contributions is not always enough for everyone. So people might feel rejected in the
end of the day that no one sees around them, or cares about them. People feel that around this time
of this covid-19."
Attrition of middle classes "It's aﬀecting more people. It's not only in Kreefgat. It's not only them that is suﬀering at this
moment. It's especially these middle-income people who've had the oﬃce job or maybe work at
Checkers or stuﬀ like that. Because of this covid-19 they want less people at the workplace. So
there's not work for everyone at the moment. Like for instance, you'll see at Checkers there is a lot
of cashiers, young cashiers, young people in their 30s or so. And especially those people are getting
pay cuts. They must say at home and one week they must go to work."

Typical housing in Idas Valley area referred to by Ms Phillips
In the street that I am in most of them are Muslims. I don't know where their income comes from.
But most of them are not working. It is their religion that the women must stay at home. Most of
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Voices from Idas Valley (cont.)
(Sherileen Phillips [cont.]):
(Attrition of middle classes [cont.] -)
them are cooking and selling biscuits, samoosas, pies and stuﬀ like that. So that is their business, but
I'm not sure if they are making any money at the moment, if their business is still growing.”

More housing in Idas Valley area referred to by Ms Phillips
"I know most of the the soup kitchens contributions are coming from people living in the Ridge
(one of the higher value housing estates in Idas Valley) and they're sponsoring clothes for the people.
I haven't heard that they had a soup kitchen around there. So I'm not sure what is the situation
around that area but I haven't seen people collect food. They're just supporting the people more in
Kreefgat."
Crime "Due to desperation for food, crime rates are increasing in Idas Valley. Everyday people break into
people's houses, and especially pensioners' houses. They target the pensioners who are staying on
their own and whose children are out of the house. They steal valuable stuﬀ. There was one
pensioner. She was very traumatized about the situation - this young man broke into her house and
stole valuable stuﬀ of her late husband."
"I investigated the situation myself. I went into the case to find out what really happened and this
guy was stealing stuﬀ like plants and it's vulnerable stuﬀ that he stole, memories from this woman.
He comes from a very good family and I've known him for years. He’s 23 years old, he left school at a
very early age, he's very smart in everything like that. He's on drugs also. He hadn't committed a
criminal oﬀence yet."
"I even interviewed him. What is the reason that you do this? He said but he has to survive. To
break into people's houses. So he’s saying to me that he has to steal that stuﬀ to exchange it for
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Voices from Idas Valley (cont.)
(Sherileen Phillips [cont.]):
(Crime [cont]) -

Post on break-in at Idas Valley church, early in lockdown
money and get food. So I said to him. Why didn't you come to me? Or, just ask me, can you please
help me. I'm struggling with this, this is my situation. But rather you go to someone than steal
someone's belongings that has so many memories there. I said to him this is not right because in the
end it could be your grandmother as well. So imagine you broke into your grandmother's house.
What would the situation be? She could get a stroke because she's old. So you wouldn't want
someone to do that to your grandma. So why do you do it to someone else's family. He said to me
that he regretted what he did”.
"At the moment I'm trying to get someone to get him into rehab for the drugs problem. I'm not
sure if he will do this again. There's also a neighborhood watch watching his every movement and if
he's done some thing, if he's broken into someone's house, they will let me know immediately. I say
to them, even if you can involve the police or let the police do their job if you feel like doing it, you
must just do what's right. I don't want to see him go the wrong way. I am trying to get him to the
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Voices from Idas Valley (cont.)
(Sherileen Phillips [cont.]):
(Crime [cont]) right direction, but I can't lead him if he doesn't want to take the action himself. But I can’t tell you
to break into pensioners' houses, people whose families are struggling, also to break into the house
to steal the stuﬀ - I feel this is a big problem with these criminals."
Housing "During this pandemic people are struggling to get aﬀordable housing just to escape the cold in the
wendy houses. 80 per cent of Idas Valley's residents either don't qualify for BNG house. Or they
don't qualify for a Gap house. With respect to the BNG house, they are still in the process of
identifying beneficiaries, but so far 20 per cent of Idas Valley will qualify for a BNG house."
"These two past weekends it has been raining like the storm hasn't stopped. For three days after
each other. Most people that we visit, especially Newman Street and Davies streets, are earning
more than R3,500 a month. Where will these people go? They will never own a property of their
own. I don't know what plan the municipality has to assist these people.”

Wendy Houses in Idas Valley, referred to by Ms. Phillips
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Voices from Idas Valley (cont.)
(Sherileen Phillips [cont.]):
(Housing [cont.]- )
You know, a wendy house can be very cold. I've lived in wendy house three years ago and it's really
cold. You can't imagine, can't even wake up in the morning and wash yourself because it's too cold.
That time I went to college and it was for me even too cold to wake up in the morning. So it's cold
in the winter, in the summer it is very hot in that wendy house because some of them don't even
have proper planning for a wendy house. They don't have enough money for them. The landlord
refuses them water and sanitation. So how will these people really be aﬀected by this over time."
"This winter it will be very hectic for them. In this cold weather with covid-19, you can easily get
infected with colds, 'flu and stuﬀ like that. Most of the people's living in those wendy houses
are overcrowded, between eight and 11 people in a two roomed wendy house. It's ridiculous to live
like that. How can you? Because you must have social distance and we are family but we must
distance ourselves. But the thing is if there's no social distance, where will these people end up with
this Covid-19? I know during this pandemic the municipality can't always come out to these people,
but isn't there someone really who can assist in this matter, or just reach out to these people? The
past two weekends it has been raining, they have been dropping sand bags and stuﬀ like that. But
that is only a temporary solution. What is the permanent solution of the municipality for these
people? Is there maybe a pipeline plan plan for these people in the future? Will, they always stay like
that?"
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